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Practical aspects of the hybridization of the boundary integral
method with damage rheology modelling for the assimilation
of seismic data
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The successful application of the Integrated Damage Rheology model (IDR) (Lyakhovsky et al..
submiucd to this conference) 10 the problem of rockmuss stabilily III mines relies upon the ahilitv
for assimilating the seismic data as it arrives from the seismic monitoring systems. The damage
rheology model traces the evolution of the damage of the material within a certain volume of
imcrcsr. A seismic event has the effect of all additional loading applied on the rockmass within the
volume of interest. The integration of the datu-Flow provided by the local seismic network with a
running numerical model can bc achieved only through supplying the model with the additional
f unctionulity of converting ;1 real seismic event into an addition to the loading at the
corresponding moment in time. By responding to such perturbations in the total loading the model
effectively absorbs tbo information provided hy the seismic monitoring system and continuously
improves on the assumptions made originally about the material properties and the structure of the
rcckmass both within the volume of interest and outside it. The present paper deals with some
practical aspects of converting seismic events into loading for the IDR.

Introduction
The numerical modelling of rockrnuss response 10 variable
loading conditions due to active mining is indispensable for
the design of mines and the organization of the production
process therein. The ultimate question which needs 10 be
answered is whether a particular volume of rock will
remain stable under the given loading conditions.
Unfortunately it is just as difficult 10 answer this question
as it was simple to formulate it. Apart from the difficulties
in understanding the physics of the phenomena leading to
the development of material damage and instabilities. a
serious problem is posed by the need to specify in sufficient
dctuil the structure of the rock mass and the distribution of
its murcrinl properties as well as the initial and the boundary
conditions under which the physical state of the system
under study is 10 evolve in time. To these difficulties one
bas 10 add the technical complications related to solving
even approximately the equations of continuum mechanics
in highly inhomogeneous and anisotropic non-linear media
with disc ontinuitic s . It is obvious that under the
circumstances the formulation of the ultimate problem has
10 be simplified to the level at which a numerical solution
could he obtained at an affnrdublc cost. One always
wonders whether ;1 particular set of simplifications would
not distort the solution so much that it would become
useless and even misleading.
The motivation for the present paper is to demonstrate the
interaction between the forward solver within rho IDR and
the boundary shell which converts the evolution of the stare
of d.uuagc in the interior of the modelled domain into a
corresponding additional loading. The boundary shell is
also instrumental in the assimilation by IDR of the

information from rca! seismic events which occur outside
the IDR domain.
This paper is structured as follows: in the next section we
discuss tile concept of integrating seismic monitoring with
numerical modelling; the third section is devoted to the
assimilation of rcal data into :I nurnc rical model
i m plcmcnting dam ag c rheology: the fourth section
describes a particular combination of a boundary-domain
method with 3-D finite difference modcltiug which is
implemented in thc IDR. In the final section we summarize
the general features of the IDR in the light of its usefulness
for the needs of the mining industry.

Integration of seismic monitoring with
numerical modelling: the concept
The behaviour of rockmass under specified loading
con dition s is governed by the laws of continuum
mechanics. tbennodyn.untcs. material damage evolution
and dumnge-dnvcn rhcology. The problem is of such
complcxity that c vc n the formulation of it :IS :I
mathematical system of equations is not possible without
ma s si vc simplificut i on s . And even when such
simplifications are made and a corresponding mathematical
problem is correctly sct , irs solution is. as a rule,
inac('essiblc by analytical means and has to be sought
numcricaliv The formulation of a mathematical problem
designed l(~ correspond to a realistic situation of rockmass
behaviour under loading tog cthcr with the numerical
algorithm for finding an approximate solution 10 the
problem defines a concrete numerical model applicable 10
the planning and conducting of the mining process.
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The reliability of the conclusions drawn from the data
generated by a numerical model strongly depends on the
accuracy of the information the model takes as an input.
Ideally this information should fully characterize the initial
state of the rock mass and the loading it is subjected to. In
reai life one has to scnlc for a very approximate estimation
of the actual loading conditions and even less knowledge
about the physical state and the structure of the rock. Under
the circumstances every possibility has to be exploited for
improvement in both directions. The concept of integrating
seismic monitoring with numerical modelling! is in answer
to the stated need. The observed local seismicity contains
valuable information about the state of the rock mass and its
environment. This information was either not included or
inaccurately presented in the initial setting-up of the model.
By taking real data as an input an integrated numerical
model will continuously correct itself and perform as an
adaptive system.
The organic integration of seismic monitoring with
numerical modelling is not a fashionable buzz-word but the
next logical step on the road to facilitating safe and
effective mining. An integrated numerical model
incorporates explicitly or implicitly all the experience
accumulated from years of mining-oriented numerical
modelling and rock-engineering practice, combines it with
state-of-the-art analysis of high-resolution data from a
modem seismic monitoring system and addresses the main
issue of rockmass stability in a particular location, in a
given interval of time and under specified conditions.
In the absence of an exact solution the only way to
quantify the quality of the data generated by a numerical
model is by comparing it with the observations of the actual
rock mass behaviour. The conclusions drawn from such a
post-factum comparison cannot alter the model-generated
data. The concept of integrating the flow of real data with a
running numerical model is based on an active model-data
interaction implemented in a process of perpetual
optimization. It is claimed that the real data provided by a
local seismic monitoring system contains valuable
information about the structures and processes around and
within the rock mass volume of interest. The assimilation of
this information by the running numerical model can
introduce corrections in the distribution of the physical state
variables and in the loading conditions thus bringing the
model closer to the reality.
The integration concept as described above imposes some
requirements on the type of numerical models which could,
in principle. be developed into a functional integrated
system. These requirements are:
• The model must solve a forward problem about the
evolution of the physical state of the rockmass under
study
• The numerical procedure must progress in steps which
are scalable to the pace of the actual (physical) time
• The model must allow for the conversion of observed
seismic events into additional loading and/or change of
the state variables.
Meeting of the above requirements is a necessary but not
sufficient condition for a model to be integrmion-reudy. The
implementation of the continuous optimization in an
integrated system would not be possible if the model itself
is incapable of simulating (micro-)seismicity within the
considered volume of rock. The assimilation of real events
by convening them into additional loading is equivalent 10
correcting the initial and the boundary condition under
which the model runs while the comparison of the statistics
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of the model-generated seismicity with the real seismic data
amounts to a continuous calibration of the model.
In the light of the above one can define an integrated
seismic monitoring-modelling system as a numerical model
which implements a reasonable approximation of the true
physics of rockmass behaviour under variable loading and
which is designed to assimilate observational data, both
historical and in real time for the purpose of an ongoing
model optimization. The functional interrelations between
the components of a system which integrates seismic
monitoring with numerical modelling can be illustrated by
the diagram (Figure I).
The Integrated Damage Rheology model (lOR)
[Lyokhovsky et al., submitted to this conference] is an
implementation of the above concept. A simplified (2-D)
version of forward damage rheology modelling has been
carried out by V. Lyakhovsky, Y. Ben-Zion and A. Agnona
for the study of regional seismicity patterns. They have
shown how damage self-organization in narrow fault zones
can emerge from an initial random and uniform damage
distribution.

Additional loading on rockrnass due to real
seismic events
Suppose that a numerical model is set for a particular
volume of rock in a mine. The model uses some form of
equations of motion and constitutive relations in a way
which allows for solving a forward problem about the
evolution of the physical state of the rockmass under study.
lOR integrates the equations of motion for a set of markernodes and therefore it falls in the above category. All
algorithms for solving equations of motion use discrete
steps which can be made proportional to actual timeintervals by scaling the corresponding model parameters to
the values of the corresponding material properties and
loads. By specifying the initial conditions for such a model
one effectively synchronizes the numerical 'clock' by
setting it to a particular moment in physical time. Thus the
first two conditions for integration-readiness ar'e
automatically fulfilled by !DR and all similar models.
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Crucial for the imcgr.uion of real data with numerical
modelling is the facility for convening real seismic events
into loading. To a great degree this is a new territory in
modelling practice and requires some preliminary analysis.
At this stage it seems that one solution for all kindc of
seismic events would not be appropriate and a differential
strategy has to be adopted instead. In what will follow we
shall stay maximally close to the [DR as a representative of
the models which comhine damage cvolurion with nonlinear ronnnuurnrncchanics
There are three different ways in which a real sl.:ismie
event could affect a running [DR procedure: dynamically.
statically or by a combination of both. The implementation
of a dynamical loading due \0 a real seismic event involves
considerable technical difficulties such as' wave-front
reconstruction in complex media. assessing the attenuation
of seismic waves and separating the energy of the scnncrcd
waves from the dissipation due to heat and additional
material damagc . There arc two vcry serious obstacles
which may block the implementation of a fully-dynamical
strategy for real event assimilation into a running numerical
model:
-the treatment of the radiation, propagation and
absorption of seismic waves is based on a whole set or
additional and oftcn unjustifiable model assumptions
about the seismic SOUH.'e. the medium and the
absorption mechanism
• the numerical treatment of the dynamical loading due
10 a real seismic event call pose a significant
computational challenge and effectively prevent the
assimilation of events hy the model in real rime.
The estimation of the additional loading duc 10 a real
seismic event must follow different procedures depending
Oil whether the modelled volume of rock is in the ncar-field
or the far-field ofthe seismic source. This is also true when
real events arc converted into additional static loading.
The conversion of a real scis mic event into a
corresponding static load can he done in different ways. For
instance. one can estimate the total i rrc vc r siblc
displacement caused by the event and then. depending on
the distance between the source and the modelled volume,
one can either calculate the change in the traction on the
boundary due 10 the change in the static stress field caused
by the event. or one could convert the displacement directly
into damage (if thc model has been designed to treat
material damage).
IDR implements a conversion of observed seismicity into
static load using different methods for near and far events.
Ncar events arc those which have occurred either within the
modelled volume of rock or sufficiently close 10 it so that
the residual deformation caused by the event would affect
directly the modelled rcckmass. lOR converts a ncar event
into a corresponding perturbation to the damage distribution
at the moment or occurrence of the event. This is cquivalent
to an indirect loading for the model because a local Chllllg~
in damage leads to it corresponding change of material
p rupcr tic s and e vcntuully to an induced additional
deformation. The damage-induced additional loading is all
important feature of the IDR. lt has to be taken into account
not only as a means for converting real seismic events into
loading but in fact at every time-step as the model runs. The
evolution of the local state of damage needs 10 be reflected
in the boundary conditions by converting displacements
into corresponding tractions or vice versa. This is precisely
what boundary domain procedures do. Therefore IDR needs
to he equipped with the additional functionality of solving

the corresponding integral equation (as it is done in the
Boundary Integral i'.'icthodJ or by using some subspaceprojection as in the Rayleigh-Ritz method or in the
Galerkins method. The common feature of all boundary
domain procedures is that they end up with some very large
system of simultaneous equations for the displacements and
the tractions Oil the boundary. When a boundary domain
procedure is applied in cla sro-s t aric s the system of
equations has to be solved only once which corresponds to
a Fixed load. ln lOR the load is changing with rime due to
the changing properties or the material under study anti as a
consequence or this the corresponding system of equations
for the displacements and the tractions on the boundary has
to he solved once for e\'ery time-step. Clearly one needs to
provide lOR with such a boundary domain shell which
would allow for fast conversion of displacements into
tractions. or tractions into displacements on the boundary.
One possible approach to solving this problem will be
deseribcd III the next ~cetion of the present paper.
The conversion of far-events into static: loading would
require the [DR to be encapsulated into a much larger
domain with its own boundary shell. Typically. if IDR is set
for a pillar or a part of a pillar in a mine. the encapsulating
boundary domain shell must cover the whole mine or the
relevant part of it. Since [DR, which implements a finite
differences method for modelling the non-linear rockmass
response to loading. needs 10 be equipped with boundary
domain shells one call speak of an exump!c of a
hyhridi zmion between methods which use a volume
discretization and methods based on a discretization of the
boundary.

Boundary domain shells for the II)R.
Figure 2 illustrates the geometry of a typical lOR-domain
and the encapsulating much larger and more complicated
domain of the rockmass directly affected by the mining
activity. The larger boundary-domain shell. referred to
hereafter as BDS-~'1. is needed for determining the initial
slate of the rock in the l DRc domuir, as well as for
evaluating the additional load on the IDR due 10 seismic

BDS-M
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Figure 2. The IUR dcmuin. the IDR boundary and the coverfng
mine-domain with its bnundury. The mine-domain usually hus n
complex boundar-y which can include sever-al disconnected purrs
correspomtlug til the mine lnynut. BUS-l\1 is for the mincbuundurv domain shell :1IIc1IUlS-IUR is for the IDR-houndury
dnmuin shell
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events occurring in the area of the mine bUI outside of and
relatively fur from the IDR volume. RSO-M is also needed
for re-calculating the load on the IDR due to the mining
activity after the start of the lOR.
The inner boundary domain shell. which is called here
BDS-iDR, treats the sUITuuliding ruck as an infinite
homogeneous elastic medium which is a crude
approximation bUI necessary to make in the light of the
specific requirement on the dtsptacemern-trucrton
conversion procedure. This requirement can be compressed
in a single word: speed. The time for recalculating the
displacements on the lOR boundary from the new values of
the tractions must be commensurable with the time for
executing one lOR time-step. This cannot be achieved if
one needs to solve a large system of simultaneous equations
after every time-step. The required computational speed can
be ensured if the conversion of, say, tractions to
displacements is reduced to a single multiplication of a
variable vector by a constant matrix. In such a scenario one
needs to compute the matrix only once before the start of
the lOR and use the same matrix for recalculating the load
at every lime-step of the damage rheology procedure. Such
a strategy is possible if the matrix in question depends only
on the invariant geometrical features of the lOR set-up
which would require yet another simplifying assumption,
namely that the changes in the relative positions of a set of
boundary nodes due 10 the deformation of the lOR volume
as a whole are negligible compared to the minimum nodeto-node separation. Under the above assumptions it is
possible to compute a matrix with the help of which one
can convert a vector of the traction components at a set of
boundary nodes into a vector of the corresponding
displacement components in another set of boundary nodes.
The computational cost for facilitating the above program is
equivalent to that of inverting a large square matrix plus a
row-by-column multiplication of the inverted matrix with
an even larger rectangular matrix. The corresponding
demands for core memory and storage space could also be
significant. Fortunately the assumption that the changes in
the lOR boundary as a whole can be neglected means that
the computationally- and memory-intensive procedure of
matrix inversion has to be performed only once before the
start of the damage-evolution program. The lOR volume
cannot be too large due to the finite-differences algorithm
employed in damage-rheology modelling therefore the
typical lOR boundary will always be much smaller than the
covering BOS-M hence the differences in the matrix
inversion strategies employed for the two boundary domain
shells.
Boundary domain shell for the lOR
It was decided that the three-dimensional method of
Treffitz 3 is well-suited for the purpose of converting
tractions into corresponding displacements on the lOR
boundary.
Consider a certain volume V occupied by a homogeneous
and isotropic material. If the material is subjected to an
external load in the form a given deformation of its
boundary 51', the material will respond by transferring the
load to the interior and eventually assuming a state of
deformation which is unique for the applied load. The
mathematical formulation of the above statement is that the
Dirichlet problem for the equations of elastic equilibrium
has a unique solution. The properties of the material
determine what will be the stress-field which corresponds
to the state of deformation within V. From the components
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of the stress tensor one can calculate the traction at each
point on the boundary 5\,. It is clear that the tractions on the
boundary are uniquely determined by the displacements of
the boundary points. The idea of all boundary domain
methods is in employing some functional dependence
connecting displacements and fractions on the boundary
without the mediation of the interior degrees of freedom.
One popular way of writing such a functional relation is
by employing Green's integral theorem and obtaining an
integral equation for the boundary displacements and
tractions. The numerical solution of an integral equation
usually requires:
e partitioning of the boundary into elements
e interpolation of functions of two variables by
prescribed values at different sets of nodes
e evaluation of a large number of integrals. some of
which arc singular
e solving of a large system of simultaneous linear
equations with a dense. unstructured and often illconditioned matrix.
Each one of the above stages in solving a boundary value
problem through an integral equation can lead to serious
computational difficulties. The advantage of the method
implemented in the BOS-IOR is that it has one single stage,
namely the solving of a linear system of equations. This
simplification is obtained at the cost of replacing the exact
rclationship provided by Green's theorem with an
approximate expression for the solution of the boundary
value problem at hand. It is not clear a priori which
approach, the Boundary Integral Equation or the Treffitz
method gives a better quality of approximation to the exact
solution for the same computational effort. The method of
Treffitz has certain technical advantages which were seen
as important for the application to the lOR and hence our
choice. Here is a brief description of the method.

Elasto-statics by the Treffitz method
The homogeneous equations of linear elasticity have the
property that any linear combination of functions which
satisfy the equations in a given domain is itself another
solution of the same equations. The method of Treffirz ,
which is inspired by the variational method of Rayleigh and
Ritz, seeks a solution to a given boundary value problem
within the subspace spanned by the linear combinations of
certain basis solutions. There is quite a lot of freedom in the
choice of the basis solutions but usually these are taken to
describe the response of an infinite and homogeneous
elastic medium to a unit load applied at a given point called
'source'. The form of these solutions for the displacements
and the tractions in three dimensions is:
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where X is the coordinate-vector of the source and ,<J is the
unit vector in the direction from the source to the point Yat
which the displacement is given by Equation Ill. The
indices refer to the components of the load and the
displacement vector. The corresponding basis solutions for
the tractions are:
_
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The unit vector normal to the boundary at point Y is
denoted by nO. The properties of the material arc
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parameterized by the Young's modulus and the Poisson's
ratio r. These solutions satisfy the equations of clastic
e quilibtiurn in the whole spacc and hence in any finite
three-dimensional domain II in it. In the same way any
linear combination of these solutions will he a solution of
the same equations for arbitrary values of the coefficients as
long as they arc constants. Suppose that \\'C arc given a set
of boundary points.

It:i = 1.2,3:a = 1.2. ... Nu

[31

111 which we intend to give some prescribed values of the
components of either the displacement or the traction.
Select also a set of tV" source points S," outside the lOR
domain V The search for the solutions in a point Y either in
II or on the boundary is performed only among the
following functions:
N.

",(l') =

3
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[3al
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for the components of the displacement and
s ,

I.(l') = II~,(s".l')C;
0=1

[3bl
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the components of the traction. The Ritz coefficients C)' are
determined in a way which suits best the boundary
conditions. For instance. if it is a Dirichlet problem we need
to solve and the prescribed values of the displucemcnt
vectors are Iii" = lIi(po}.the Ritz coefficients will have 10 be
determined by solving the following system of 3N" linear
equations:
», J
pb} = u~ =
pb }Cj':b = LNu
[4]

h= A

, .C

[61

The use of the transposed of the matrix A corresponds to
the ordering of the indices in Equation [5[. The dot stands
for the row-by-column multiplication of a matrix with a
VeCIOT. Let us nuw tum 10 the expressions of of Equation
HI for the displacements of the corresponding boundary
nodes. The same enumeration which was used for the
tractions and the Ritz coefficients must be used for the first
pair of indices of the basis solutions in the right-hand side
of Equation [41. As for the second pair of indices. they
match the corresponding components of the displacements
and can be reorganized in the same way to form a single
index. Note that the number of displacement components
which have to be calculated may be different from the
number of prescribed traction components. therefore this
second compound index will run through a different set of
values. The net result of the second enumeration procedure
is that the components of the yet undetermined
displacements arc packed into a vector X and the
components of the basis solutions in Equation [4] are
packed in a rectangular matrix B. The two systems of
Equations [41 and [61 can be written together hy means of
the compact matrix notations as:

,

{;=A ·.c=>c= (A ')-' .h
X=B r -c=>X= [B' (_' )
A- ' ] -h=D-h

[71

[51

Thus the role of a tractions-to-displacements converter is
played by rectangular matrix n. [I' one needs to determine
the displacements in N" points from the given tractions in
N, boundary points. then D will be a IN,, by 3tV, matrix
which is fully determined by the coordinates of the t-nodcs.
the II-nodes and the sources. Once the matrix D has been
constructed it would be possible to convert any vector h of
traction components into the corresponding vector X of
displacements for the COSl of a single matrix-vector
multiplication. The code created by the FORTRAN90
compiler on a DEC ALPHA work-station performs a single
multiplication of a matrix 5000 by 5000 with a vector of
matching length in less than 4.5 seconds. For comparison.
the row-by-column multiplication of two matrices of the
same size would take 6 hours of CPU lime.

In either case the result is a set of Ritz coefficients with
which approximate solutions for both displacements and
tractions are obtained. These approximate expressions arc
valid in the entire domain V and on its houndary and hence
they can facilitate the conversion of displacement values
into corresponding tractions or vice versa.
Consider the problem of converting boundary tractions
into boundary displacements. The points in which we
intend to prescribe the rrucuons do not need to be the same
as the points in which we need to calculate the
corresponding disptnccmenrs. Let us enumerate all the
components of the prescribed tractions and store them in a
single vector b. Since there is a one-to-one correspondence
between the nodes of prescribed values and the sources. the
above enumeration of the components of the tractions
induces a corresponding enumeration of the Ritz
coefficients into a single vector which we shall denote by c.
The components of the basis solutions in Equation [51 also
arc affected hv the same enumeration procedure and are
packed into a square matrix A. As a result of this procedure
the system of equations [5[ can be re-written in a compact
form:

Boundary domain shell for the whole volume of rock
affected by the mining
The choice of the appropriate boundary domain method for
tIle whole region of mining-induced seismicity should
reflect the specific features of the problem viz.:
• large size
• complex geometry
• material heterogeneity
• material discontinuities
• creation of new openings ;1I1d free surfaces by mining.
Boundary domain methods based on the Green's theorem
integral cquution coupled with the displacementdiscontinuity treatment of singular surfaces arc known to
provide good estimates for the static stress distribution.
Unfortunutelv. the required resolution is obtained at the cost
or increasing the number of boundary elements. As a result
one ends up with a very large system of simultaneous linear
equations. The matrix of the system is dense. unstructured
and not even with a euaramccd diaeonal dominance. The
convergence of the simple iterative ~system-solvers cannot
be ensured amlu direct elimination approach for matrices of
such size can take an astronomically long time in addition

I Ii/AS",

11'(

Inversely, if one wants to solve a Neumann problem for
prescribed values of the tractions at a set of boundary nodes

P;":i = 1.2.3:(/
as

= 1.2..... N,

at which the values of the traction components arc given
I;' = 1;(f'II)the linear system to solve will be:
.v
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to hundreds of Gb of core memory and storage. The way
uut of this situation is in replacing the original system of
equations with an approximately equivalent and
significantly simpler system. For instance, in the boundary
element package MAP3D this is achieved through the
procedure of lumpings.
The method of Treffitz described in the previous section
is also applicable to the whole mining-affected domain with
the added convenience that no gridding into twodimensional elements is required and. even more
importuntly, no rc-gridding would be needed if the
requirements for accuracy are changed. This is not a minor
matter in view of the geometrical complexity of mining
sites. One can easily cover any surface with nodes
according to a desired distribution density and then add or
remove points afterwards. The analogous procedure of
covering a surface with non-overlapping tiles of certain
shape is far from trivial. Otherwise the application of the
Treffitz method in the BDS-M is quite similar to the
boundary integral methods but avoids the technical
difficulties associated with interpolation and integration.
Most important of all, the system of equations generated by
applying the Treffitz method can be simplified in a way
quite similar to the lumping procedure, thus reducing the
computational cost to an affordable level.

Conclusions
The problem of rock mass stability in the conditions of
active mining sets a challenging task to the theory and
practice of numerical modelling. The demands for
increased reliability and accuracy of the conclusions drawn
from the analysis of model-generated data will always be a
step or two ahead of the development in computer
technology. The general feeling about the choice of strategy
in mining-related numerical modelling also evolves. For
instance, it is quitc clear that the performance of a
numerical model can be significantly improved by
accepting a direct input from the local seismic system thus
continuously correcting the inaccuracies in the setting of
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initial and boundary conditions. Another statement which
would be hard to dispute is that the physical concept used
as the core of a realistic numerical model must envisage
some treatment of damage evolution, energy dissipation
and non-linear rockmass behaviour. lOR has been designed
iu accunnnodutc a conslsteru treatment of material damage
with the means of converting observed seismic evems into
loading. This is achieved by a hybridisation between the
finite differences scheme in the interior of the rock mass
with two boundary domain shells.
The boundary domain shell which encapsulates the lOR
volume is absolutely essential for any model of damage
rheology because every change in the state of damage in the
material induces a corresponding change in the boundary
conditions which has to be added to the external load to
form the instantaneous effective loading on the modelled
rockmass. Sueh correctives have to be made at every timestep and this should not lead to a lagging behind of the
numerical 'clock' relative to the real, physical time. lOR
solves this problem by performing the computationally
intensive tasks before the start of the main damage rheology
procedure.
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